
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

1.  Teachers read through the lesson plan and books in the kit.   
2.  Practice drawing a horse so you can teach with confidence and help the students. 
3.  Collect the materials and have them ready.  Paper substitutions can be made, but it is important to have a   
     light weight paper so you can rub the textures.  Try out the papers in advance.  Newsprint works best. 
4.  Encourage students to collect more textures for rubbing before texturing begins, i.e. plastic mesh, etc. 

Horse Studies 
 
GRADE:  6 and up   TIME: 1 or 2 sessions 
 
Developed by  Linda Pfisterer, Art Specialist 

ART ELEMENTS: 
 
  x Line 
  x Shape/Form 
  x Color 
   Value 
  x Texture  
   Space/Perspective 
 
 
 
 

OBJECTIVES AND ASSESSMENT CRITERIA:   
1. Students learn about Leonardo da Vinci’s great horse sculpture and how his ideas survived in his journals. 
2. Students compare the horse sculpture styles of Deborah Butterfield and Leonardo da Vinci. 
3. Students look at the bone and muscle structure of a horse to understand how to draw it. 
4. Students use shapes and lines to draw a horse. 
5. Students use measurements of radius and diameter for drawing horse proportions. 
6. Students rub neutral colors over texture plates to add texture to the horse.  
7. Students cut out horse drawings and assemble a collage. 
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KIT INCLUDES: 
• lesson plan 
• book: Leonardo’s Horse    
• magazine: Horses by D. Butterfield 
• vocabulary board 
• transparencies (18) 
• set of horse drawing sheets (24) 
• set of horse studies sheets (24) 
• set of texture boards (15) 
• teaching boards: 
    --4 horse reproductions 
    --16-step drawing procedure  
    --horse drawing demo board 
    --horse anatomy 
    --color  
    --texture  
    --artist’s names  
 
 

ART PRINCIPLES: 
 
   Pattern 
   Rhythm/movement 
  x Proportion/Scale 
   Balance 
   Unity 
   Emphasis 

LESSON DESCRIPTION: 
Students learn about Renaissance man 
Leonardo da Vinci, and his desire to cast a 
24 foot tall horse from metal. They are also 
introduced to the work of contemporary 
sculptor Deborah Butterfield, who makes life-
size horses out of various materials.  
Students practice drawing horses, add 
rubbed textures, and use the drawings to 
assemble collages.  
 
 
 CONTENT CONNECTIONS: 

math: radius and diameter 
social studies: Leonardo da Vinci, 
Renaissance man 
THEMES:  
animals 
perseverance 
 
 
 
.. 

PREPARE: 

VOCABULARY: 
Renaissance man 
radius, diameter 
estimate 
realistic and abstract 
neutral colors  
collage 
texture, real and implied 

MATERIALS: 
 
• newsprint 
• thick crayons  
     neutral colors: black,   
     white and many browns 
• scissors  
• glue 
• construction paper:  
   --12” X 18” --black, gray,  
      and dark brown 
• erasable marker for the  
  demonstration board 
 
 
 
 

 



 
 

 
 
Display each numbered overhead transparencies as you read the following text. 
 
1.   Leonardo da Vinci  was a true Renaissance man because he was an artist,  
scientist, inventor, botanist, engineer, musician, mathematician, social director 
and  philosopher.  When he had a question about anything, he investigated,  
made  discoveries and often invented new solutions to problems.  The duke of 
Milan, Italy asked Leonardo to make a large outdoor horse sculpture to honor the duke’s father. 
 

2.   Leonardo was excited to begin his plans to make the giant horse.  He lived by the king’s  
horse stables so he could practice drawing the finest horses.  He measured them, drew them, and 
felt them to find the muscles and bone structure for his sculptural plan. 
 
3.   The duke wanted the horse statue to be three times larger than life, so Leonardo made this  
24 foot high clay horse as a model to cast the bronze horse.  You can imagine the problems he had 
to solve as this large horse was only standing on two feet.  Here he is presenting it to the duke.  His 
next problem was collecting the metal and figuring out how to cast a bronze horse this large. 
 
4.   After five years of keeping the clay horse in constant repair, the French invaded Milan.  All of the  
metal Leonardo had been saving to make the horse had already been turned into cannons to fight 
the war.  When the French soldiers saw the 24 foot horse, they used it for target practice  by 
shooting it with arrows. The rain and weather also contributed to causing the unfired clay horse to 
crumble. 
 
5.   Leonardo went back to inventing and writing in his journals, but he never forgot his horse.  
He did not realize at the time that his paintings and journals would become his legacy to us. 
 
6.   In 1977 National Geographic magazine wrote an article about how Leonardo  died  
grieving for his horse.  A man named Charles Dent read about it and decided to build  Leonardo’s 
horse and  give it to Italy as a gift from the American people.  He built this special building with a 
dome and borrowed some Morgan horses to study and measure for the sculpture.  By 1993 he had 
an eight foot plaster model of the horse ready to be sent to the foundry to be enlarged to 24 feet.  
Sadly, Charlie died before this could happen. 
 
7.   Dent’s family had promised him that the horse would be made so it was enlarged at the  
foundry.  The horse just didn’t look right.  It was out of proportion and one leg appeared short.  They 
called in a New York sculptor named Nina Akamu to fix it, but she had to start all over. 
 
8.   Nina made the 8 ft. horse in clay and then it was enlarged by making a  
plaster model.  Notice the size of a workman on the 24ft. plaster horse. 
 
9.   Finally the bronze horse was complete and it was sent to Milan, Italy in  
1999.  A celebration was held for the unveiling of the “Leonardo Horse.” 
 
10.   Speeches were given and the horse was unveiled.  Only one other  
horse was allowed to be made before the mold was destroyed.  It can be  
found in the United States in the public gardens of Grand Rapids, Michigan. 
 
 

ENGAGE  AND EXPLORE: 
 
 

 

 



 
 
11.  Another horse sculptor that we will discuss today is Deborah Butterfield.  She lives with her 
artist husband and 2 sons on a horse ranch in Montana.  Her knowledge of horses comes from 
caring for them and riding them almost daily.  She says, “In many ways my art is about real horses, 
and in other ways it’s not about them at all.”  She feels her goal is to try and communicate with 
another species, and to gain insight by attempting to understand another creature.  She has spent 
30 years sculpting one subject---the horse. 
 
12.  Deborah makes as many as 12 horse sculptures a year.  She makes them out of junk she finds. 
Notice that this horse sculpture looks like a line drawing.  It is named “Rex”  and is made from 
orange painted steel strips that she found in a junk yard. 
 

13.  Deborah said, “I never go out and look at my horses while I’m working.  I carry them with me in 
my mind.”  These horses appear to be made from driftwood.  Deborah knew that wood left outside 
would rot, so she had the wood cast in bronze at a foundry and then welded the wood-like bronze 
pieces together. 

 
14.  Here is Deborah Butterfield working in the foundry.  She is applying patina to the outside of the 
bronze to make it look like wood. 

 
15.  Deborah said, “Every horse I make is different.  It’s like dancing with a new partner.”  She 
named this horse “Ferdinand.”  It is made from discarded industrial materials. She unified the horse 
sculpture by painting everything red. 
 
16.  In this horse named “Palma,” Butterfield uses large pieces of metal  
that she finds.  They are already painted, but are beginning to rust.   
Palma has the primary colors, red, yellow and blue. 
 
17.   Here we have a front and side view of a horse named “Joseph.”  
Deborah says, “I want the viewer to actually be able to crawl into this  
horse shape and inhabit it and to perceive the world in a different way.” 
 
18.  These students are sculpting horses like Butterfield.  We will learn to draw them instead. 

 
1. Distribute materials.  Give students the horse study sheets and the horse drawing steps.  Students 
should read it over while taking turns picking up their supplies: newsprint and crayons of neutral colors  
(black, white, gray and many browns).  Using crayons instead of pencils keeps students from wasting time 
erasing.  It helps to draw lightly with the dark crayon at first, then darken the important lines. 
 
2.  Demonstrate with confidence.  It is important for the teacher to draw one step at a time while the 
students follow on their own papers.  As a teacher-demonstrator, show the confidence you expect from 
students.  If you draw a line you don’t like, admit it and continue drawing more lines until you are satisfied.  
Assure students that added texture and cutting out the horse will eliminate unwanted lines. 
 
3.  Follow the 16 steps to draw horse.  Students use a black crayon to draw  
as the teacher demonstrates.  The “horse studies” sheet is used for added  
information when drawing detail.  Discuss real and implied texture before  
students use texture boards to rub texture on their horses. 

CREATE:: 

 

 



 
 

 
 

Follow up:  After drawing the horse and making the 2D collage, students might next create a 3D horse 
using sticks and other found objects.  Ask them to write about creating the 2D and the 3D horse--the 
differences, similarities, how one skill builds on another.  Use the Butterfield magazine for more ideas. 

ASSESSMENT:  
 
Teacher administered assessment tool 

 
 

DN
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OK UP 
Lesson___________________ Teacher______________________________ 
 
Grade___________Date_____________Number of Students_______________  

   
Using the thumbs up, ok, and down technique, ask your students  
the following questions and record their answers.   
(K=knowledge, S=skills, C= creativity, A=attitude, E=engagement 

   1. Can you tell the story of Leonardo’s horse that survived in his journals? K 
   2. Can you explain the difference between Leonardo’s and Butterfield’s horses? K 
   3. Do you understand the bone and muscle structure after drawing a horse? K,S,E 
   4. Did you use simple shapes and lines to draw the horse? S,E 
   5. Were you able to use diameter and radius to draw the horse in proportion? K,S  
   6. Did you rub texture on your horse and make it into a collage? S,C,A,E 
   7. Did you add your own imaginative touch to your art? C 
   8. Did you actively listen and follow directions? A 

Teacher self-critique  
8.  My teaching of this lesson: 

    1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
    needed improvement     was highly successful 
     

9.  What would I do differently next time? 
 
 
 

ALIGNMENT: 
 
 
 
 
 
 

CREDITS: 
Project ARTiculate is supported by the Fairbanks North Star Borough School District, the Alaska Arts Education 

Consortium, and a U.S. Department of Education 
Development and Dissemination Grant 

                                                                      

 CLOSE: 

Alignment of Standards:   Alignment of GLE's: 
Art: A1-4, 6; B5,6; C4    Science: SC2 
Math:  A,B,C,E     Math: M2.2, M3.2.1, M5.2.7 
English: C,D     Reading: R2.6, R2.7 
Science: B     Writing: W2.1 
       
    





 



 

Horse Studies 

With Leonardo da Vinci and Deborah Butterfield 
 
The horse sculptures of Renaissance man Leonardo da Vinci,  
and contemporary artist Deborah Butterfield were studied before  
students began the process of drawing their own horses. 
 
Just as Leonardo used measurement and observation to draw  
his horses, the students used radius and diameter to help keep  
their horses in proportion.  After sketching a horse, students  
rubbed texture on the horse body before cutting it out to collage. 
 
 

Horse Studies 

With Leonardo da Vinci and Deborah Butterfield 
 
The horse sculptures of Renaissance man Leonardo da Vinci,  
and contemporary artist Deborah Butterfield were studied before  
students began the process of drawing their own horses. 
 
Just as Leonardo used measurement and observation to draw  
his horses, the students used radius and diameter to help keep  
their horses in proportion.  After sketching a horse, students  
rubbed texture on the horse body before cutting it out to collage. 
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